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Abstract—The evaluation of near-field data can be an 
effective way to analyze EMI sources. In contrast to antenna 
measurements, near-field techniques can determine the emitted 
field without special requirements on the measurement 
environment. Moreover, critical sources can be found when 
current distributions can be identified. Therefore, current 
reconstruction methods for PCB traces were developed. With 
additional voltage information the termination impedances  
of the traces can be found. The known phase-less  
approaches suffers from different limitations, e.g., non-unique 
reconstruction results. In this paper, the necessary conditions 
for a unique reconstruction are discussed by investigating 
simulated phase-less near-field data. Based on these findings, 
measured near-field data of a PCB trace is evaluated, and the 
successful retrieval of the phase information is shown. 
Additionally, reconstructed voltage distributions are presented 
and compared to measurement data. 

Keywords—EMI, near-field, source reconstruction, iterative 
algorithm, phase retrieval, current reconstruction method.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
For the investigation of electromagnetic interference 

(EMI), several near-field techniques were developed and 
applied in the last years. In contrast to antenna measurements 
based on far-fields, near-field techniques can be used to 
estimate the field emission of a structure without the need of 
special measurement environments like an anechoic chamber. 
Mostly equivalent source models based on Huygens boxes [1], 
field integral equations [2], or dipole models [3] are used in 
these techniques.  Moreover, there are near-field techniques to 
identify the critical field sources of a structure. For this 
purpose, [4] presents a method based on the plane-wave 
spectrum theory for the localization of sources. In contrast to 
[1]-[4], the evaluation of near-field data can also be supported 
by using geometry information of the investigated structure as 
shown in [5] where the currents are reconstructed. Here, the 
PCB trace system’s current distribution is assumed as the field 
source. This method also yields information about the trace’s 
terminations for selection of suppression measures.  

While [1]-[4] require complex-valued near-field data, the 
approach presented in [5] evaluates phase-less data. However, 
this method cannot find an unambiguous solution. Therefore, 
one goal of this work is an extension of the current 
reconstruction method to obtain unique results by phase 
retrieval. Additionally, the potential of voltage amplitude and 
phase distribution reconstruction is discussed.  

Several publications propose approaches to evaluate 
magnitude-only near-field data. On the one hand, there are 
direct methods that can retrieve phase information evaluating 
two (or more) field scan planes [6], [7]. However, these 

approaches demand very sensitive measurements on the 
distant planes. Therefore, additional scan planes are limited to 
strong emission sources. On the other hand, iterative methods 
can be used. Here, too, multiple scan planes can be evaluated 
for the retrieval of the phase [8]. However, in [9], an iterative 
approach based on a single scan plane is presented. As it needs 
regular gridded field data, measurement time can be very long. 
More preferable are current reconstruction methods based on 
arbitrarily selectable measurement points. Other iterative or 
evolutionary algorithms, as presented in [10] and [11], show 
improvements. However, as with other algorithms, different 
results are to be expected for different initial conditions. 
Wrong initial conditions can cause the methods to fail. The 
presented initial conditions seem to be chosen arbitrarily and 
optimized for the specific configuration. General rules for the 
appropriate selection are missing.  

In this paper, the initial and the stop conditions of an 
iterative algorithm are discussed and advices for the proper 
selection are given. Based on these findings, the current 
reconstruction method is applied to the measured field data of 
a printed circuit board (PCB). In contrast to previous papers 
[5], [12]-[13], that analyzed only simplified structures, round 
wires in homogeneous media, here, we present results of the 
current reconstruction method for a PCB-trace on typical 
substrate (inhomogeneous media). Moreover, the 
reconstructed voltage distribution based on near-field data is 
also presented and compared to measurement data for the first 
time.  

The geometry, wave impedances, and the propagation 
constants of the investigated PCB trace system are assumed to 
be known in this paper. In addition, perfect electric conducting 
infinite ground planes are assumed and losses are neglected.  

The paper is structured as follows. In the next chapter, the 
current reconstruction method is summarized. Then, based on 
simulation data, the general investigation of conditions for a 
successful reconstruction is presented in chapter III. 
Afterward, an application example is shown, and 
reconstruction results based on measured field data are 
discussed. The paper closes with a conclusion and an outlook.  

II. CURRENT RECONSTRUCTION METHOD 
In this section, the applied current reconstruction method 

for phase-less near-field data is summarized. Based on earlier 
works [5], [12], [13], the inverse problem, the used iterative 
algorithm, and the determination of voltage distribution are 
shortly summarized.  

A. Formulation of the Inverse Problem 
For the application of the current reconstruction method, 

the investigated PCB trace system is discretized into 



segments, as shown in Fig. 1. Every segment carries a constant 
current. In this way, a discretized current distribution is 
formulated. All segment currents are concentrated in the 
vector . As shown in [12], this vector, which can be very 
long, can be substituted by a vector with reduced length. For 
short sections of the trace like section  in Fig. 1, a constant 
current distribution is assumed, and the segment currents are 
substituted by the current . At longer sections, such as 
section  in Fig. 1, a current distribution defined by the 
transmission line theory is assumed. Thus, knowing the 
propagation constant , the segment currents of this section 
are substituted by the incident and reflected wave  and 

 Using these substitutions in ,  is represented by the 
reduced current vector : 

 (1) 

In this formulation,  is the position of the centers of the 
segments in section . In this way, the current distribution  
is completely represented by this reduced vector.  

For every segment, the associated electric and magnetic 
fields can be determined. Using the superposition of the fields 
of all segments, the resulting electric field  and the magnetic 
field  at arbitrary points can be calculated. A detailed 
description of this procedure is given in [5] or [12]. 
Introducing the electric and magnetic field model  and 

, the relation between the current distribution and the 
electromagnetic field is given: 

 (2) 
According to [12] a dipole model is used for the magnetic 
field. As presented in [5], the electric field is described by the 
solution of quasi-static field equations. 

Based on (1) and (2), the inverse problem could be 
formulated. However, as presented in [5], the scaling factors 

 and  are introduced to normalize the different orders of 
magnitudes and units of the electric and magnetic field. These 
factors are chosen as reciprocal of the Euclidean norm of the 
field data vectors  and . According to the size  of the 
vectors  and , the scaling matrix  is defined according to 
(3), where  is the identity matrix: 

 (3) 

Finally, introducing the scaled field data  and the matrix 
, the inverse problem is given: 

 (4) 

In addition, constraints based on the continuity of current and 
voltage at transitions of sections are introduced. As presented 
in [13] an equation system using the matrix  is formulated:  

 (5) 
Besides, if it is known that a termination is passive, then this 
a priori knowledge can be represented in an additional 
nonlinear constraint [5]. E.g., if the termination impedance  
in Fig. 1 is passive, the condition must be met [5]: 

 (6) 

B. Iterative Algorithm for Current Reconstruction
Generally, the inverse problem is solved by a least square

approach. If phase information is unknown, then the iterative 
algorithm presented in [13] is used. First, the scaled 
magnitudes of the measured field data  are combined 
with an initial guess of the phase distribution . As 
presented in [13], a random uniform distribution phase in the 
range of  is used in this paper. Thus, the initial field data 
are given by: 

 (7) 

Here, the Hadamard product ( ) represents an element-wise 
product. Now, in the -th iteration step, a current distribution 
is estimated:  

 (8) 

Here, the constraints presented in (5) or (6) can be considered. 
Based on this estimated current distribution, the complex-
valued near-field  is approximated: 

 (9) 

Its phase information is used to formulate the complex-valued 
field data for the next iteration step:

 (10) 

In [5] or [13], two criteria are defined to formulate a stop 
condition for the iterative algorithm. One is the mean relative 
deviation of the estimated current distribution . According 
to the number of entries  in , this criterion is defined as:  

 

(11) 

In addition, the mean absolute value of the minimal deviation 
of the reconstructed phase information for the field data is 
used. Using  as length of , this criterion is given as: 

(12)

As presented in [8]-[10], the relative error of the approximated 
 is also introduced: 

 (13) Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the discretization of a trace system 
into segments with their currents and voltages, the generated near-
field, and an exemplary termination .  
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C. Reconstruction of Voltage Distribution and Impedances
Based on the reconstructed current distributions, other

values can be found. Using the wave impedance of a
section described by the transmission line theory, the voltage
distribution can be estimated along this section. For example, 
in section shown in Fig. 1, the voltage value at position 
is given as follows [14]:

(14)

Evaluating the current and voltage at the begin or end of a 
section, the input or termination impedance can be estimated. 

III. CONDITIONS FOR A SUCCESSFUL RECONSTRUCTION

In this chapter, the choice of initial conditions, iterations 
steps, and nonlinear constraints of the iterative algorithm are 
discussed regarding the influence of the reconstruction results.
Moreover, also the influence of noise, frequency, and
termination impedance of the trace is investigated. To evaluate
the quality of the results, the reconstructed current distribution 
given in or could be examined. Since these vectors have
several entries, examination is very complex. As presented in 
[14], the shape of the current distribution along a transmission 
line is completely described by the propagation constant, 
wave impedance and termination. Since the propagation and 
wave impedance are assumed to be known, the reconstructed 
termination impedance represents the shape of the current 
distribution in a single value. Therefore, in this chapter, the 
termination impedance is used to evaluate the quality of
the reconstruction results.

A. Setup for Investigation
The near-field data from a single homogeneous PCB trace

approximated by cylindrical wire is evaluated in this chapter.
The wire (radius , height over ideal 
ground plane, length ) is perfectly conducting and 
surrounded by vacuum. Its wave impedance is . The
wire is terminated with an ideal voltage source ( ) and the 
impedance . The near-field is simulated in CONCEPT-II
[15]. For the reconstruction, the magnetic field (parallel to 
ground plane and perpendicular to the wire) and the electric 
field (perpendicular to the ground plane) are evaluated at 17 
field points over the wire. The field points have a distance of

to ground. The field points are positioned uniformly 
distributed between positions along the wire.

B. Parameters of the Iterative Algorithm
The parameters of the iterative algorithm are discussed

now. Firstly, the usage of the nonlinear constraint (6) to
enforce passive behavior of terminations is discussed. 
Secondly, the influence of the initial value and the iteration 
steps to the solution is investigated. For the investigations 
presented here, the wire is terminated by and the
frequency is .

The current reconstruction method is applied in two ways: 
with and without the use of the nonlinear constraint (6). For 
both ways, the solutions after and 10,000 iteration steps
are investigated. Therefore, the four approaches listed in
table I are discussed. The iterative algorithm is applied 
times for every approach. For each execution, a new random 
initial phase distribution is used. Formulas (11)-(13) are
calculated for each iteration step and the results are shown in
Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, the found termination impedances are 
shown. For a more detailed analysis of the results, the results 
are divided into three groups listed in table II according to the 

phase of . The several solutions in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are 
colored according to these groups. In table I, the number of 
solutions in each group is listed. Besides, the computation 
time is given. 

In Fig. 2, a generally descending character of the 
introduced criteria is observable. Only for and a
temporary increasing behavior is visible in the range of about 

iteration steps for some evaluations. Furthermore, in 
approach 2 and 4, discontinuous curve shapes of and 
can be seen for some evaluations. This can be explained by 
the usage of the nonlinear condition. Generally, as presented 
in Fig. 3, the absolute value of all results is close to the actual 
impedance value ( ). However, there are significant 
differences in the found phases. After iteration steps 

TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF EVALUATION APPROACHES AND 
THEIR RESULT METRIC

approach 1 2 3 4
use of nonlin. constraint (6) no yes no yes

iteration steps
number of solutions in I

number of solutions in II
number of solutions in III

computation time in 

TABLE II. GROUPS OF SOLUTIONS

color description
I green Close to real solution.
II yellow Passive reactive behavior. 
III blue Termination with active behavior.

Fig. 2. Development of the criteria (11)-(13) for the evaluation approach 
according to table I for different initial values.

Fig. 3. Estimated values for the termination impedance applying the 
reconstruction method with the parameters presented in table I for 
different initial values.



(approach 1 and 2), the phases of the reconstructed 
termination impedances are widely scattered. Applying  
iteration steps, there is no scattering anymore. While the 
correct and a wrong value ( ) are found in approach 3, 
in approach 4, only the correct value is found. As expected in 
approach 2 and 4, all determined termination impedances are 
passive due to the given constraint. Here, in comparison to the 
results of approach 1 and 2, a special influence of the 
constraint on the resulting termination impedance can be 
observed: A displacement of the estimated phases of the found 
impedances towards . Thereby, a reactive termination (group 
II) is determined more frequently in approach 2 as in approach 
1. However, only for  iteration steps, the reconstruction 
results are unique. Here, in approach 4, the a priori knowledge 
of the passivity of the termination is considered in the 
calculation of the results. This consideration costs much 
computation time. In contrast, neglecting the nonlinear 
constraint (approach 3) reduces the computation time 
considerably. The a priori knowledge can be applied after the 
calculation. Correcting the solutions by multiplying , 
gives nearly the same solutions as in approach 4. Due to the 
much shorter calculation time, this procedure is recommended 
and applied in the next investigations. Furthermore, many 
iteration steps are necessary to get a unique solution. For this 
purpose, the criteria  and are more practical than , 
as  can drop to a very small value even for few iteration 
steps. The development of the criteria  and  are nearly 
equivalent. So, the formulation of a stop condition using only 
one of these criteria is recommended.  

C. Configuration and Setup Parameters  
Now, the parameters of the single wire setup are varied to 

investigate the influence on a successful reconstruction. 
Specifically, the influence of frequency, termination 
impedance and noise are examined.  

For these investigations, noise is added to the simulated 
field data. A normally distributed shift is added to absolute 
value of the simulated field strength. Using the level  (in 
dB), the noisy scaled field data  are 

determined by the original scaled field data  
according to: 

 (15) 

For the reconstruction, the iterative algorithm is applied 50 
times with different initial values for the same noise sample at 
each frequency. The algorithm is stopped if  

 (16) 

is fulfilled or  iteration steps are performed. As proposed 
before, only the linear condition (5) is used. Also, if an active 
termination behavior is found, the values are corrected. In 
contrast to the investigation before, the reconstruction results 
for each frequency are evaluated by mean values and standard 
deviations. For this, the estimated normalized termination 
impedance  is introduced. This is defined as the relation 
between the estimated and real impedance: 

 (17) 

The mean  and the standard deviation  are used to 
assess the determined absolute values . Besides, based on 
the absolute phase deviation , the estimated phases are 
also rated with the mean and the standard deviation.  

First, an exemplary evaluation for  is done in 
the frequency range from  to . The introduced 
noise model is applied with  In Fig. 4, the 
determined mean values and standard deviations are 
presented. For ,  is close to the actual value for 
each frequency. No significant dependence on the frequency 
can be found. Only for  and higher frequencies, 
higher deviations occur. In contrast, a dependency on the 
frequency of  can be observed. For higher 
frequencies, a decreasing error can be observed. As observed 
for , higher deviations of  occur for . 
Here, the small number of 17 field measurement points used 
for the reconstruction might be the reason for the deviations. 
Using more data points, a more robust evaluation can be 
assumed. The standard deviations depend on the frequency 
too. Above  the standard deviations drop almost 
abruptly. These drops are nearly independent for  
For higher noise levels, such drops are already observable for 
lower frequencies. Representative for both standard 
deviations, the values of are analyzed in more detail. 
Since wrongly estimated active terminations are corrected, an 
absolute phase deviation in the range of  is possible. 
Thus, a standard deviation of about  is a significant 
marker for wide scattering, while a value below  
indicates neglectable scattering. Therefore, the standard 
deviation is proposed as indicator for a unique reconstruction.  

In Fig. 5, the mean value and the standard deviation of the 
performed iteration steps are presented. Here, the standard 
deviation is normalized to the mean value. Generally, the 
performed iteration steps are independent to the noise level. 
For low frequencies, if a unique reconstruction is not possible, 
the iteration is predominantly terminated by the fact that the 
maximum possible steps have been performed. In the other 
cases, condition (16) is met, a unique reconstruction can be 
achieved after 100 to 1000 iteration steps. Thereby, the 
scattering of the iteration steps is less than .  

Based on the observations of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the iterative 
algorithm quickly finds unique results above a specific 

 
Fig. 4. Mean values and standard deviations  of the absolute 

value and the phase of the estimated termination impedance for 
 over frequency for several noise levels. 

 
Fig. 5. (a) Mean value and (b) standard deviation normalized to the 

mean value of the performed iteration steps the setup terminated 
with  for several frequencies and noise levels.  



frequency. This can be explained by the occurrence of wave 
phenomena in the current distributions. For lower frequencies, 
the current is nearly constant. Due to model errors or 
numerical inaccuracy, the reconstructions are not successful 
here.  

Now, the dependence of the termination impedance for a 
unique reconstruction is investigated. Here, only the standard 
deviation of the absolute phase deviation is evaluated. Since 
in the previous investigation the reconstructability has been 
independent from the noise level,  is chosen. Again, 
the setup is analyzed in the frequency range from  to 

 and the iterative algorithm is applied 50 times on 
the same noise sample at each frequency. In contrast to the 
investigation before, the frequency is represented as quotient 
of wire length  and wavelength . Also, the termination 
impedance is varied from  to  (respective  
to . In Fig. 6, the evaluated standard deviations of the 
absolute phase deviation are presented. As in the previous 
investigation, an abrupt drop to a very low standard deviation 
above a specific frequency is observed for each impedance 
value. Considering a low value of the standard deviation as an 
indicator for an unambiguous reconstruction, the symmetric 
dependence on the termination impedance is impressive. With 
significant reflections due to a mismatched termination, an 

unambiguous reconstruction is possible even at lower 
frequencies. Based on the computed data, the inequation  

 (18) 

can be found, which gives calculation errors of less than  
Thus, for an unknown termination, an unambiguous 
reconstruction would be possible for  (about 

 for the analyzed structure).  

IV. APPLICATIONS TO MEASUREMENT DATA 
Now the method is applied to the measured data from a 

simplified PCB with a single trace shown in Fig. 7. The trace 
has a width of , thickness of , and height 
above ground plane of . Assuming a relative 
permittivity of 4.7 for the substrate, a wave impedance of 

 and an effective relative permittivity of  are 
calculated according to [16]. The complete length of the trace 
is . At , the trace is terminated by . 

As measurement device, a network analyzer KEYSIGHT 
(AGILENT) E5071B is used. The trace is powered at . 
For the field measurement, the magnetic field probe  
RF-R 3-2 from LANGER EMV and the electric field probe 
RS-E 10 from RHODE & SCHWARZ are used and directly 
connected to the network analyzer. For the determination of 
the probe factors, a reduced CONCEPT-II-simulation model 
is used. Constructed with inhomogeneous media and a round 
wire, this simulation represents the first section of the trace 
( ). In Fig. 7(b) the field measurement points are 
shown. All 36 measurement points are  above the 
trace (  above ground plane). The uncertainty of the 
positioning is . The field components ,  and  are 
measured. For one component, the measurement time is 

 with the applied near-field scanner system. 
Additionally, the voltage distribution along the trace is 
measured manually with a LANGER EMV HFU 02 probe at 
38 points (measurement time approx. ). The 
measurement data are scaled to the voltage of  at 

.  
In the reconstruction model, the segment length is  

for the vertical sections and about  for the horizontal 
parts. Only considering the linear constraint, the iterative 
algorithm is applied to evaluate the phase-less near-field data. 
It is applied 100 times different initial values, and stopped 
each time if  

 (19) 

is fulfilled. Here, the results for several exemplary frequencies 
are discussed. As before, the solutions are colored according 
to the groups in table II.  

The results (11)-(13) of the iteration process are presented 
in Fig. 8. As discussed before, for  and , nearly the 
same developments are observable. However, an early 
convergence of  is noticeable. This is explainable by 
deviations of the measurement setup and data to the 
reconstruction model. As shown before, the  and  are 
more useful than  to formulate a stop condition.  

In Fig. 9, the reconstructed current and voltage 
distributions are presented. The phases are shifted to match to 
the reference phases of the voltages at . Furthermore, the 
measured voltage distributions and the analytic solution using 

 
Fig. 6. Determined sample standard deviation of  in the 

reconstruction for several frequencies and termination impedances. 
Limit value of (18) is shown as dotted line.  

(a)  (b) 

Fig. 7. (a) Photography of the investigated PCB and (b) schematic 
presentation of the PCB’s trace and the measurement points.  

 
Fig. 8. Development of the criteria (11)-(13) for the 100 evaluations of 

the measured data. 

( )



the transmission line theory are shown. For all presented 
frequencies, unambiguous solutions for the magnitude are 
found. Two solutions for the phase information can be found. 
As expected, these solutions differ in their implication of a 
passive or active termination. The reconstructed values are 
close to the real currents. The small deviations are probably 
caused by wrong material parameters, uncertainties in the 
probe position and the used probes factors.  

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
In this paper, approaches and parameters for a successful 

reconstruction of currents, voltages and termination 
impedances of PCB traces are discussed. Input data are phase-
less measured E- and H-field distributions. Applying an 
iterative algorithm, solutions independently from a chosen 
initial value can be found.  

Different criterions to formulate stop conditions are 
investigated, and a promising condition could be proposed. In 
addition, conditions for a successful reconstruction about the 
investigated structure are also determined. Depending on the 
wave impedance and the termination impedance, the trace-
length-to-wave-length-ratio must be large enough. 
Mismatched terminated traces give accurate results already 
for lower trace-length-to-wave-length-ratios than matching 
terminations. Finally, the findings are used for the 
reconstruction based on measured near-field data of a PCB 
trace. The current and voltage distributions could be 
reconstructed with good accuracy for a set of investigated 
frequencies.  

Using the presented method for the investigation of EMI 
sources, we expect to get more accurate results. More complex 
PCB structures will be investigated in future and the presented 
method should be enhanced based on multi-transmission line 
theory to investigate coupled traces. 
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Fig. 9. Reconstructed current and voltage distributions based on 
measured near-field data for several exemplary frequencies. 


